
25th Muharram 1444  

24th August 2022  

 السالم عليكم ورحمة هللا وبركاته  

OPEN LETTER TO JUSA  

Maulana Abbas Ali Jeena & Maulana Ayoob Kachwi  

We hope and make dua that the following will be discussed and resolved during the JUSA 2022  

AGM  

KHALID SAYED   

Various organizations and Darul Uloom's rightly condemned KHALID SAYED and his SHIA 

GROUP. How come JUSA does not state that SHIAS are KUFFAR 

• Is JUSA in bed with the ANC and kuffar SHIAS? 

•  How much did the ANC and  Shias pay you?  

  

MEMORIAL SERVICE  
When the ANC politicians dies, JUSA is there first for the memorial service, for Muslims and non- 

Muslims alike. Can JUSA answer the following:  
1. Is it permissible to attend memorial services?  

2. What does Surah 9 Verse 84 mean   

Therefore, Ravat was introduced as REVEREND RAVAT, so his next show will be ''R R''. Similarly 

his side kick Habib Bobat was present as he is another sell out  

So please comment, is memorial services permissible in ISLAM? YES OR NO?  
  

RADIO  
It is with shock and disgust that we see a presenter of Radio Islam presenting a bollywood show 

where there is music, dancing and they are showing the people how to wear a SARI and so forths  
So should Haider and company not be taken to task 

Therefore according to the true Ulama it is known as Radio Shaytaan  

 

• Why was JUSA silent regarding this bollywood programme?  

• Why did Radio "ISLAM'' allow their presenter to participate in the music and dance 

shaytaani programme  

• Why do these Radio ''ISLAM'' molvis have to be interviewed by female presenters? Is this 

ISLAM or SHAYTAAN? Another example of a Satanic party  

 

TV  
• It seems that TV is totally permissible according to JUSA  

• Zahier Ragie was the director of the satanic ITV and a principal of a Darul Uloom therefore 

the graduates of this Darul Uloom are half baked 

• TV is haraam, what answer will you give for Surah 24 Verses 30 & 31  



 

 

MUFTIS 

• Why are majority of the Masajids in Durban closed to Reverend, the Jamiat and other 

Molvis  

•  The Senior Ulama of South Africa say that Salaah behind these scholars for dollars  IS 

NOT permissible 

1. Ebrahim Bham 

2. Zahier Ragie 

3. Sulaiman Ravat 

4. Sulaiman Moola 

5. Ismail Menk 

6. Yusuf Patel Kalbi 

7. Haider Dhorat 

8. Habib Bobat 

9. Junaid Kharsany 

10. Tahir Salloo 

11. Saeed Nawlaki 

 

• Why hasn't these so called Muftis and Ulama of JUSA issued a fatwa against Murtad bin 

Shaytaan? Are they Muftis or Mufattiyahs?(free loaders)  

• Because of him (MBS) The imam of the haram shareef is in prison for 10 years 

• Your secretary made a real BUM of himself by lying, going to church, visiting haraam 

places and being a spectator at haraam sport events. Regarding JUSA's fatwas being 

binding on the Muslims and UUCSA representing all Ulama organizations.  

• What is JUSA's fatwa regarding the KUFFAR SHIAS  

• What is JUSA's fatwa regarding LGBTQ  

• What is JUSA's fatwa regarding Interfaith 

• Why did you go to court with the lesbians as friends of the court. Is this not disgraceful for 

JUSA? 

• Why did you promote the haraam vaccine? To boot lick the ANC? 

• The ummat is still waiting for an explanation why you (JUSA) went to court and closed the 

Masajid, Therefore ALLAH TA’ALA has disgraced you – SURAH 2 VERSE 114 

• Subsequently a hollow apology by the entire executive for the Reverend’s lies after Darul 

Eman threatend to take you to court, This is an inedible stain on JUSA and must be 

included in the Secretary’s report, Similarly Sanhas logos are not worth the paper  on which 

it’s written  

• It sad but true that JUSA and ANC are both reduced to junk status.  

• In your 90 years history, were there black officals? Were there any Memon and Urdu 

speaking officials? Are you an exclusive surti organization? Then why do you go begging to 

the memons and urdus for money? 

• It is HARAM to contribute to JUSA, RADIO SHAYTAAN & SANHA 



• REMEMBER! WHEN YOU SIT ON THE FENCE  YOU ARE COMMITTING A MAJOR 

OFFENCE!  

 

MAY ALLAH TA’ALA GUIDE US ALL TO THE STRAIGHT PATH, AMEEN 

 

 

Abdullah Yusuf 

786abdullahyusuf@gmail.com 
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